well-behaved stars and stately spiraling
galaxies, the cosmos was now revealed as
a place of almost frenetic activity and vi
olence. Arrays of radio telescopes, aimed
toward the edge of the visible universe,
observed luminous young galaxies tailed
quasars spewing the energy of a trillion
suns out of a space no larger than our so
lar system. Focusing closer in, within our
own stellar neighborhood, these same
radio telescopes watched neutron stars
ten-mile-wide balls of pure nuclear mat
ter, the collapsed remnants of massive
stars-spinning bke crazed tops, dozens
of times each second. Meanwhile X-ray
telescopes discovered huge amounts of
X-ray-emitting gas, unobservable with
optical telescopes, hovering around
large clusters of galaxies. The invisible
became visible.
The twenty-first cennlry may see the
sky remade once again. It will happen as
soon as astronomers are able to detect

gravity waves, "spacequakes" prouuced
by natttre's most awesome celestial
events. But unlike visible bght waves, ra
dio wavcs, and X-nlYs, th ese ripples in
space-time will not be "seen"-gravity
waves are not electromagnetic in nature.
Rather, each gravity wave that passes by
Earth will be "felt"-perceived, perhaps,
as a subtle vibration, a vibrant boom, or
even a low-key cosmic rumble.
When that first happens, astronomy
will be changed foreve r. Gravity waves
will do more than offer us an additional
window on space-they will provide us
with a radicllly new perception of it.
It', as if in studying the sky we've been
watching a silent movie. Gravity \".,nres,
in a way, will at last be adding sound anu
touch to our cosmic senses, nlrning thc
silent univ e rse into a t,llkie, one in
which we might "hear" tbe thunder of
colliding black holes or the whoosh of
,I collap;ing star.
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That gravity ~waves mighr exist is not
a new idea. Einstein first conceived of
them more than 70 years ago. They were
a natural consequence of his theory of
general relativity, which redetlned how
we think about gravity. According to gen
eral relativity, massive bodies, such as
stars, indent the space around them
(much the way a bowling ball sitting on
an clastic mat would create a depression).
Planets and comets are then attracted to
the star simply because they are follow
ing the curved space-time highway
carved out by it.
In theory, gravity waves are generated
whenever space is fiercely disturbed
say, when a star is jostled. Such titanic
movements should cause ripples of grav
itational energy to radiate outward in all
directions along the rubberlike mat of
space-time. These waves are not travel
ing through space; they are an agitation
of space itself. This vibration of the
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Holes
space-time fabric conveys information
very different from that carried by the
electromagnetic spectrum, just as sOlmd
tells us different things than light does.
Electromagnetic waves, whether of visi
ble light, radio, or infrared, are released
by individual atoms and electrons and
generally reveal a celestial object's phys
ical condition-how hot it is, how fast its
moving, or what it's made of. But they are
continuously absorbed by cosmic
debris-stars, gas clouds, and such-as
they roam the universe.
Gravity waves, by contrast, can travel
right through such obstacles with nary a
disturbance. They can even race right out
of the heart of a supernova explosion ,
where photons of light get smothered
and absorbed. Instead of giving us infor
mation about an object's physical condi
tion, they will tell us about the overall
motions of massive celestial objects
how a neutron star collapses or a black
hole moves around. According to general
relativity, the swells in space-time created
by these colossal movements will race
outward at the speed of light, like ripples
spreading out from a giant pebble
dropped into a cosmic pond, until they
rumble onto the shores of Earth, where
finely tuned il1Struments await their ar
rival. Our planet, like all objects embed
ded in space-time, will also be subtly de
formed by these ripples-but the effects
of gravity waves on solid objects should
be even smaller than their effects on
empty space-time because of the over
whelming nature of electrical and nuclear
forces that glue matter together.
A gravity wave telescope will act es
sentially like a geologic seismometer, but
a seismometer t11at is placed on the fab
ric of space-time to register its temblors.
Researchers around the world are now
readying such instruments, working on
making them sensitive enough to detect
subtle space-time quivers. Some are de
signed as truck-size cylindrical bars that
will "ring" like bells whenever a sizable
gravity wave passes through them; oth
ers involve a set of weights, suspended
masses that will appear to sway as the
peaks and troughs of the traversing grav
ity wave alternately squeeze and stretch
the space between them (although these
movements will be exquisitely tiny, the
displacement being thousands of times
smaller than the width of an atomic nu
cleus). A network of detectors will act as
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Colli ion
Two black holes.
embedded in
space-time. circle
each other.
emitring a steady
stream of
weak gravity
waves.

As gravity pulls
them closer
rogether. their
whine rises
in pitch like the
sound of
an oncoming
ambulance.

Shedding energy.
the holes
orbit ever faster
unril. at close
to the speed of
light. they
emit a birdlike trill
of closely
packed waves.

A cymballike crash
accompanies
their apocalyptic
collision
and merger. The
two holes
become one.

surveyor's stakes in pinpointing the
source in the sky; by carefully monitOr
ing the differing times that a gravity wave
arrives at various detectors set around the
globe, astronomers will be able to deter
mine its origin.
A gravity wave signal could be rhyth
mic or erratic, steady or sporadic. We will
discern, in essence, a cosmic symphony
of beats. Gravity wave astronomers will
translate these syncopated rhythms-the
whines, the bursts, the random roars
into a new map of the heavens , a clan
destine cosmos now impossible to see.
Picture two black holes slowly circling
each other like a pair of wary prizefight
ers in the ring. Tens of millions of years
earlier they were simply stars, but even
tually they exhausted all their fuel and
collapsed into the most compact state
imaginable. Black holes are more than
mere indentations in space-time. They
are bottomless pits, gravitational abysses
out of which no light or matter can
climb. While normal telescopes can
gather indirect evidence of black holes'
existence, they can't actually see them.
Theorists can only imagine them. Only
a gravity wave telescope has a chance to
sense directly the presence of these un
fathomable space-time wells.
The sighting will occur at one deci
sive moment, after the two black holes
have been slowly orbiting each other for
perhaps millions of years. During this
time the pair has been emitting a steady
stream of very weak gravity waves, a wake
that, as the black holes circled about,
spread outward along the canvas of
space-time like the spiraling pattern of a
spinning pinwheel. Gradually losing en
ergy in this fashion, the two black holes
relentlessly draw together. And the closer
they get, the faster they orbit each other.
In the final minute of this fateful
dance, the gravity waves being emitted
become strong enough to be de
tectable-just as wakes produced by two
boats pile up as they draw near. Instru
ments on Earth will register a sort of
whine, a series of waves that rapidly rise
in pitch, like the sound of an ambulance
siren that is swiftly approaching. As the
twirling black holes are about to meet,
spiraling inward faster and faster at close
to the speed of light, the whine turns into
a "chirp," a birdlike trill that races up the
scale in a matter of seconds. A cymbal
like crash, a mere millisecond long, her
alds the final collision and merger. The
two black holes become one. A de
crescendo, like the fading sound of a
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A TSUNAMI OF A \'<IAVE MIGHT HI r OUR I-lORe
NeE IN
A WHILE . C :NERATED XlHEN A TAl
GALAXY XPLODES AS A BRILLIANT SUPEr N VA .

struck gong, follows as the new entity
a pit in space-time that swirls around like
the fearsome tornado in The Wizard of
Oz-wobbles a bit and then settles down.
The masses of the two black holes can be
determined from the total duration of
their phenomenal coupling: the heavier
the holes, the greater their attraction to
each other and the faster the merger.
Gravity wave telescopes might regis
ter a few of these black-hole collisions
each year if they are sensitive enough to
detect signals arriving from as far away
as the dense Virgo cluster of galaxies,
some SO million light-years distant. This
may be the way that physicists finally
clinch the existence of the black hole, na
ture's strangest star. It would give itself
away by the melody of its gravity wave
"song," the distinctive ripples of space
time curvature transmitted throughout
the heavens. Listening to these tunes, as
tronomers might even discern super
massive black holes, each containing the
mass of a million or more suns, being
constructed in the centers of far-off
galaxies as the holes gobble up and swal
low their celestial victims.
The universe could be filled with
gravity wave emitters. Astronomers al
ready know that neutron stars, for exam
ple, can come in pairs (several are known
to reside in our home galaxy), and such
binary systems will broadcast their own
sets of whines and chirps. Because they
are more lightweight than black holes, a
pair of neutron stars will take longer to
merge, with their final recordable signal
lasting minutes instead of seconds.
Gravity wave telescopes will register
a sine wave that sweeps to higher and
higher frequencies as the two city-size
balls spiral into each other. About three
minutes before their lethal meeting, the
two neutron Stars will be a few hundred
miles apart and orbiting each other about
ten times each second, at nearly a tenth
the speed of light. In the final moments,
they'll be severely stretched by tidal
forces and will circle around each other
as much as 1,000 times a second, drag
ging space-time around with them. As
soon as they touch, the two stars will be
shredded to pieces, possibly releasing a
burst of gamma rays.

\iVhat happens afterward, no one can
say for sure. The remnants might co
alesce into a new, more massive neutron
star. Or, if heavy enough, they might
condense to utter invisibility, forging a
black hole. Only a gravity wave telescope
will be able to reveal the final outcome.
Gravity wave astronomers suspect such
events may turn out to be the bread and
butter of their trade. Peering outward a
few hundred million light-years to other
galaxies, they might pick up a few of
these neutron-star collisions each year.
NOTHER TYPE of signal in

the gravity wave sky
was once touted as al
most a sure thing but is
now considered a long
shot. A solitary mmami
of a wave might hit our
shores every once in a while, generated
at the very moment that a star in our
galaxy explodes as a brilliant supernova,
its core crumpling up to form a dense
neutron star. Amid the chirps, the space
time seismometers might occasionally
record this sinbrular burst, the resound
ing clap of a collapsing stellar core.
\Vhether this burst would be detected
depends on how the star dies. Gravity
waves would be emitted only if the col
lapse is a messy affair, with the newborn
neutron star squishing flat like a pancake
and then so-etching out like a football be
fore settling down. If the collapse pro
ceeds smoothly and symmetrically, the
gravity waves on one side would exactly
cancel those on the other; the signal
would be damped out, and astronomers
would hear not a peep.
All the while, playing in the back
ground of this gravity wave symphony,
could be ongoing rhythms, a steady beat.
\iVhen a neutron star forms, for instance,
it might briefly vibrate and develop a
bump on its surface, an inch-high "wave"
that grows and freezes into place. And as
the neutron star feverishly whirls around,
this deformation, jutting out like a finger,
would transmit a periodic gravity W,lVe as
it continually "scraped" the space around
it. Lumpy neutron stars could serve as
gravity wave lighthouses scattered over
the heavens, each blinking away until its

lump smoothed out. Older neutron stars,
meanwhile, might let out an occasional
gravity wave burp, released if the massive
object underwent a "starquake." This
couJd happen when the outer crust of the
neutron star occasionally slipped over its
su perfluid core.
And beneath the chirps, pops, and
beats emanating from the gravity wave
sky, there could be an underlying mur
mur-constant, unvarying, and as deli
cate as a whisper. This all-pervasive buzz
would be the faint reverberation of our
universe's creation, its remnant thunder
echoing down the cOlTidors of time, sim
ilar to the residual microwave heat al
ready detected from the Big Bang. But
those microwaves started their journey
300,000 years after the Big Bang-the
time when atoms first formed and light
could at last travel through the universe,
unimpeded by a jumble of particles. If we
attempt to look further back in time, we
perceive only a fog.
Primordial gravity waves, on the oci1er
hand, can cut right through that fog.
They would be fossils from the very in
stant of creation, quantum jiggles in space
pumped up by an explosive burst of ex
pansion that took place a scant 10 -35 sec
ond into the universe's birth. No other
signal survives from that era of "infla
tion." These relic waves would bring us
me closest ever to our origins, perhaps
even verifying that the universe emerged
as a sort of quantum fluctuation out of
nothingness. At the same time, they
might tell us how fast the universe ex
pandeJ during the inflationary period
and whether there is enough matter in
the heavens to bring this cosmic
marathon to a halt in the far, far future.
Perhaps more exciting is the prospect
of encountering the unantidpated. Not
until astronomers scanned the heavens
with radio telescopes did they discover
pulsars and quasars. Neutron stars had
been contemplated, but not as pulsing ra
dio beacons; quasars were never even fan
tasized. \iVhat else may be skulking about
in the darkness of space, as yet unseen?
Even stranger celestial creatures may
greet ns as soon as we place our hands
upon the fabric of space-time and feel the
rhycim1s of the universe. @]
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